The Helix VLT/VX boiler utilizes our most innovative heat exchanger design that provides industry leading efficiency and reliability. It consists of a wide diameter stainless steel tube with laser welded heat transfer fins that provide for the greatest heat transfer. The VLT/VX heat exchanger is designed to endure the most challenging applications and guard against compromised water conditions that cause other boilers to fail due to liming and scale build up. The VLT/VX heat exchanger is simply the finest ever designed and as such we provide the strongest factory warranty available.

In addition to the standard VLT/VX boiler limited warranty ("Standard Warranty"), Dunkirk provides additional Heat Exchanger Coverage for the first year of installation to the Original Purchaser (as defined in the Standard Warranty). The Heat Exchanger Coverage will be enforced in accordance to the terms of the Standard Warranty. This additional Heat Exchanger Coverage provides that the Original Purchaser will have the right to select a new replacement VLT/VX boiler or heat exchanger, at their choice. In addition, a labor allowance of five hundred dollars ($500) will be provided to the servicing contractor.
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